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THE EFFECT OF ISOLATION ON THE 
BREEDING HABITS OF BOARS 

INTRODUCT ION 

The problem of fertility in farm animals ha for a 

long time been the subject of much researoh and observa- 

tion. Various phases and aspects of the problem have 

been studied; hormonal, genetic and behavioral studies 
have been conducted. One aspeot of behavior which has not 

been investigated by animal breeders as thoroughly as 

other aspects is the effect of experience or prepuberal 

play on the future breeding a bility of young animals. Por- 

haps the more immediately recognizable aspects of forth- 
ity have been responsible for this. Or perhaps this aspect 

was thought to be nonextetant. At any rate, up to the 

present time, it has not been a major area for investi- 
gation in the field of animal science. 

On the other hand the distinction between instinct, 
or innate behavior, and experience, or learned behavior, 

has been the subject of much study by psychologists. 
Among these "instinctive" factors which have been investi- 
gated by psychologists is the reproductive act. Much has 

been done in the f ield of comparative psychology to 



determine to just what degree the copulatory act is 

learned and to . ttt degre3 it is tnnate. 

Craig (12, pp. 121-133) in 1914 reported on male 

dove8 raised in isolation. He recorded thotr behavior in 

broedin sitiations and made notes of other sexual actions. 

In 1922 and 1923 Stone (34, pp. 95-.l5 and 35, pp. 469 

47) ¡'alsed young male rats in isolation. 11e recorded 

their breeding ability as normal animals and as desensi 

tized and decorticated animals. In 1926 Stone (38, pp. 73 

83) reported on the breeding habits of isolated female 

rats. Louttit (22, pp. 247-265, 2, pp. 293-304 and 24, 

pp. 3Oö3l5) in 1927 experimented with the sexual patterns 

of male and female guinea pigs raised in isolation. A 

considerable amount of recearoh has been done on the sube- 

jeot by Beach (3,pp. 457-472 and 4, pp. 121-136) since 

about 1940. He raised male rats in isolation and reported 

on their sexual behavior with receptive females. Most 

recently Young and his associates (41, pp. l62l65 and 42, 

pp. 397-4O) have conducted a series of experiments dealing 

with the effect of experience on mating behavior of guinea 

pigs. 

These various experiments along with those of other 

investigators have shed some light on the problem. How- 

ever the results of the various investigations have shown 

variation when the same species has been dealt with. There 
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are indloattoris tht there is a great deal of species 

variation also. There even seems to be quite a differ- 
ence between strains of the same species and between 

individual animals. As yet, none of the investigators 

have conducted experiments with any of the larger farm 

animals. 

In an effort to gain information that may be useful 

to animal science on the problem of fertility, this expe- 

riment was undertaken. It was decided to uso male animals, 

since thetr part in the sezual acts seems to require more 

physical effort than does the part of the female. Pigs 

were chosen as the subject animal, since their prolif- 
icacy enabled the use of oiosoiy related animals of the 

same ages in order to reduce variables. Furthermore, their 
capacity for rapid growth and early maturity made the study 

less time consuming. 

Of course, this is just the beginning, and it should 

lead to further observations of other farm animals. The 

problem has many aspects which are not yet olear. 



HISTORY 

Early Work 

Since most of this woxk has been done in the field of 

comparative psychology, it has been necessary to obtain 

most of the literattire from psychology journals; some in- 

formation yqas also available n books dealing with animal 

fertility and in physiology journals. 

An early study in this area has been presented by 

Craig (12, pp. 121-133). In his report on the observation 

of male doves raised in isolation, he has stated that the 

secial reaction of the male is innate in origin, b*t the 

stimuli for eliciting this behavior is learned through 

experience. He reported that when the doves were only in 

contact with human beings, the sexual act was often 

directed at sorno part of the attendent even though a 

receptive female was present. He observed that once the 

animals had copulated, they seemed to adapt quickly. Both 

instinct and experience played a part, but instinct was 

the most important, and learning, according to Craig, only 

served to facilitate the instinctive act. 

About this same time, Shepard and Breed (31, pp. 274- 

285) in an experiment on the pecking instinct of chicks 

came to the conclusion that maturation is a key factor in 

the development of an instinct. 
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Stockard and Papantoolaou (33, p. 229) in a study on 

breeding of guinea pigs In 1919 reprteö that a male 

isolated from females fr a long tIme would invariable try- 

to mount and copulate when placed with. a female regardless 
of whether or not she was receptive. 

In 1922 Rogers (29, pp. 21-51) removed the cerebral 
cortex in a group of pigeons in an effort to determine if 
that part of the brain was the site of mating behavior 
tnstthot. He found that the birds soon began to mate nor 
mally, but it seemed as if they had to relearn the mating 

procedure. 

The Work P, Stone 

Calvin P. Stone (34, pp. 95-153) tri 1922 reported on 

the effects of isolation of a group of young male albino 
rats. However, these animals vere put with other individ- 
ual animals from time to time to test their developing 
sexual responses. He concluded that play actIvities do 

not preclude the larger sexual activities and that the 
copulatory act of the young male is nearly indistinguish- 
able from that of the older male. 

Stone (35, pp. 469-47) again tested rats raised in 
isolation and normal rats and found that they all copulated 
on the first attempt and that they would copulate even 

after being completely desensitized. 



In werk with rabh1t (36, pp. 430-435 and 37, pp. 

37285) Stone fou:d that neither the 1os of the sense 

of smell nor the loss of two-thirds of the Qerebral herni- 

r3phere affected copulatory abtilty. 

Again Stone (38 po. 73-83) tested prepuberally tao- 

].ated rats, thi2 tinie females, snd again they mated nor- 

mally. Thus, it would seem from. Stone's observations that 

copulatory ability is instinctive and not learned and 

that the role of sensory stimuli is not known, 

The work of C, M. Louttit 

Soon after work, a series of eperimenta was 

conducted by Louttit (22, pp. 247-265, 23, pp. 293-304 and 

24, pp. 305-3l5) in which he obflerved the reproductive 

behavior of guinea pigs. He tested pairs of guines pigs 

which had been raised in isolation by putting them together 

before the age of appearance of sexual aggressveness 

These anixuals showed the saine degree of sexual development 

i_n their activities on the first day of association as did 

normal eontrol animals which had been living ifl co-habita 

tien, He concluded that the srnount of previous aseGota- 

tion with animals of its own kind does not affect the age 

of appearance of various responses. He also concluded 

that maturation was of greater importance than association 

or otperienoe in the development of reproductive behavior. 



The Work of Frank A. Beach 

The work of Beach began in the late 193O8 and 

since that time he has contributed nuoh material on the 

problem of instinctive behavior. Beach (2, pp. 225262) 

has stated that Instinctive behavior may be modified by 

experience, especially tn the oases of more intelligent 
individuals. In one experiment (3, pp. 457-472) he 

rai8ed male rats in isolation and then subjeoted theìri to 

partial decortication. Among other data he recorded were 

the number of copulations, copulatory attempts, malees 

responsiveness to receptive females, and atypical attempts 
to copulate. He observed that the rats raised in isolation 

and sibjeoted to partial decortication reacted quite 
comparable to eperienoed rats which had been partially 

decortloated. He found also that the percentage of post- 

operative copulators in both eases was inversely related 

to the amount of cortex which had been removed. Males 

which were raised in isolation and which copulated were no 

different from experienced males in their sexual behavi. 

In another test, Beach (4, pp. 121-136) compared the 

copulatory behavior of rats raised In isolation, co-habt- 
tation, and segregation; the isolated animals were in 

individual cages, the cohabitors in mixed groups of males 

and females, and the segregated in like-sex groups. He 

found that the highest proportion of oopulators was among 



the ißolated animals with the oohabitors second and the 

segregated males third. He reported that the majority af 

the isolated males copulated perfectly In the first attempt 

and were much more responsive to the females than the other 

two groups of males. The isolated animals also started 

to copulate earlier in the tests than did the other two 

groups. Eeaoh gave two reasons for the high soore of the 

isolated group. First, he attributed the high ratthg to 

greater eoltement due to the novelty of contact with 

another animal. The other reason was that the isolated 

animals were heavier. The copulators in each group were 
heavier than the non-copulators. He concluded that the 

relative inactivity of the segregated males may have been 

due to homosexual tendencies. 

To determine the effect of the senses in eliciting 

mating behavior Beach (5, pp. 163-207) raised rats in iso- 

lation and removed one, two, or all three of the following 

senses: smell, sight, and the sense of touch of the lips 

and snout, He tested these males with seven incentive 
animals: receptive females, females receptive but ixnmobi- 

lized, castrated, non-receptive females, younger and 

smaller males, young female guinea pigs, and young female 

rabbits. He found that two-thirds of the inexperienced 

unoperated males copulated with a well-organized pattern, 
and a few of the inexperienced nales deprived of one senso 



opu1ated, None o the tnexperienod animais whioh had 

been deprived of more than one sense viould copulate. All 

or the experienced animals would coptilate withott two of 

the sewies, but none Nìth the loss of three senses. Beaoh 

concluded that in most cases only the female is the irìoen- 

tive for the tnexpeìenoed male, and rione of the three 

$ense tested were essential by thexn3elvee to copulatory 

behavior tri th inexperienced animal. Normai males receive 

stimuli from the receptive female which contribute to the 

arousal of sexual excitement, but none of the serifles are 

essential to oopulation if the copulatory threshold is low 

onouh, Individuai males differ In height of copulatory 

threshold, 

In still another test on sexually inexperienced male 

rats, this time on the effeot of testosterone proprionate 

on copulatory behv1or, Beach ( pp. 227-247) found that 

inexperienced males differ in their ease of sexual arousal 

as individuals, The appearance of copulatory- behavior 

depends on the ease of arousal of the male and of the in- 

centive anima].. He also found that testosterone propri- 

onate would increase the susceptibility of arousal of a 

male by any inoentive animal. 

In two reviews of available information on arousal of 

sexual excitement, Beach (7, pp. 173198 and 8, pp. 240- 

306) has pointed out that sexual organization, courtship 



and copuùìtion, ts a part of what Is known in psyohology 

as thnte endo,ment. That in, these sexual acta re 

instinctive and can be performed quite normally without 

previous asooiation and experience. Hi opinion was 

that individual differences quite often a000unt for arie 

animal being exuai1y aroused byr gri incentive animai 

while another ja not. iiioreover, a male's eitabi15ty 

threshold may vary in hetght troni day to day, arid suo- 

cessful eperìenoe may increase exoitement whtie failures 

reduce it. He proposes the idea of centrai eoitatory 

mechanism in the cerebral cortex which is ffeoted by 

testicular horiones, 

Beach (9, pp. 2542BO) describes experiments con- 

duoted with two male dogs raised in isolation and then 

each $ubjected to copulatory tests with a receptive bitch. 

He found that the malee did not siate the first time, and 

it was only after eeveri opportunities that they did 

copulate. However, when they finally did copulate, their 

behavior wa reariy the sanie as experienced animals. His 

conclusion was that failure to mate the first time does 

not ìrean that provioua sexual experience is neoesary or 

normal copulation, but the failure Is probably due to 

inhibitton of the male's responaveness by the strange en- 

vironnîent. Beach did say that an inexperienced male le 

more lIkely to mount in abnormal positions but later sup- 

presses this tendency as a result of chance intromission. 
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Kagen and Beach (1?, pp. 204-208) reported in 1953 on 

two experiments on the eftects of early experience on the 

mating behavior of male rats. All the rats were raised in 

individual cages from infancy to adulthood (from 30 days 

on). Some of the rats were exposed weekly to receptive 

females of their own age others were ecposed to other 

males, and the rest were kept isolated. At 99 days all 

maies were tested with receptive females, There was no 

significant difference in copu1ation, but ejaculation was 

infrequent in maies which bad been periodically exposed to 

either males or females. Their conclusion was that this 

sexual inferiority of the oxposod males was due to the 

habits, formed during the propuberal tests, of playful 

wrestling, pawing and climbing over. These habits of play 

in some cases could not be sufficiently overcome in adult- 

hood for successful mating to occur. 

The Work of William C. Younß 

The work of Young and his associates has been done 

primarily on guinea pigs and is quite recent. Valenstein, 

Riss, and Young (41, pp. 162-165) conducted an ezporiment 

on the comparative se drive of genetically heterogeneous 

and inbred strains of malo guinea pigs. Some were isolated 

at weaning and some isolated a week before the trials be- 

gan. The trials consisted of the males being placed with 



receptive females, it was found that the inbred niales 

were stgniíïoantly lower in sex drive, and therefore, it 
was concluded tht r .. sting behavior may have a genetic 

basis. Little mention was made of the effects of isola- 
tton. However, in a later experiment the same inirestL- 

gators (42, pp. $97-403) attempted to determine if sexual 

behavior is innately organized or is affected by expert- 

ence, in all the trials with receptive females, the 

isolated males showedmuoh more sexual excitement and 

activity than the social males, But in the ahiovernent 

of the oopulatory aot, the social males seemed to perorm 

quite normally, while the isolated males had difficulty. 
It was concluded, therefore, that contact with other 

animals has an organizing action on the development of the 

copulatory pattern of the maie guinea pig. This influ- 
ence of contact cari be exerted early tri lite, They 

further reported that genetic differences account for the 

age of appearance of crgariized sexual behavior, and these 

genetic differences are not overcome by the administration 

of large amounts of exogenous androgen. Another observa- 

tien was that sufficient experienoe for the organization 

of the copulatory pattern can be gained through as800ia' 

tian with males as well as females. 

These observations on gutnea pigs were the opposite 

of those of Louttit with the same species (22, pp. 247- 
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265, 23, pp. 293-304, 24, pp. 305-315), whereIn he claimed 

that no observable dirferenoes could be noted in the age 

of appearance of aeual responses or the ability with 

whioh they were performed. However, Louttit's experiments 

did not include presenting a prepuberally isolated adult 

malo with a receptive female as did Young's experiments. 

Other Related York 

The study of instincts has been an open area for 

psychological resoaroh for some time. In a discussion of 

the fundamental drives, published in 1926, Tolnian (40, 

p. 354) stated that learning and unlearning were the prin- 

dpa? factors involved in the recognition of a certain 

sex object as the one which would result in ultimate qui- 

escence of physiological urges. 

Avery (1, pp. 373-396) in 1925 observed the initial 

copulation of a young male guinea pig whioh had been raised 

in isolation. He reported that all the actions, including 

pursuit, mounting and intromission, were complete and 

normal. 

In a discussion on sex development of apes Bingham 

(il, pp. 1-29) in 1928 reported that successful copulation 

may depend on experience, The experience may be gained 

through heterosexual or homosexual play or through mastur- 

batory aotions. 
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Lashley (21g p. 45$ ) ìfl 1938 iii a review of repro 

duotive behavior oomxnented on Stone's work with i8olated, 

desensitized male rats. His suggestion was that there is 

a specific sex mechanism which is neither entirely sensual 

nor entirely hormonal. fle felt that it is a drive which 

needs oniy to be awakened by some physiological trigger. 

In his work with chimpanzees, Yerkes (43, pp. 115- 

136) compared the sooial and sexual life of his chimp- 

anzees to that of man irA regards to the role of experience 

in perfecting the basic patterns of sexual behavior. He 

also compared man and the chimpanzee on sexual nialadjust- 

merits, such as masturbation, rape and prostitution. 

Zingg (45, pp. 487-517) has reported ori wild men and 

extreme oases of isolation. He wrote that there is evi- 

dence that humans which have been purposefully or neglect- 

fully isolated at an early age show no sexual desires in 

the presence of the human female. Learning must first take 

place, and, at first, it may even be very distasteful to 

the wild man. 

Nissen (25, pp. 438-440) has reported that chupan- 

zeea, segregated by sex during their adolescent period and 

having no chance for close-range observation of mating 

behavior, will not copulate at the first opportunity pre- 

sented. After a few months of cohabitation, they will 

eventually do so. It is a possibility that they learn the 
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copulatory pattern by imitation. However, they do show 

an innate readiness, according to Nissen, that Is possibly 

developed through maturity. Once the pattern is estab- 
llshed, it appears to be uniform for the species; this is 
more true for males than females. Females will sometimes 

copulate at the first opportunity if the male is experi- 

enced. There is also quite a variation between individual 

males. 

In a test on the effect of isolation on agreisivo 

behavior of mice, King and Gurney (19, pp. 326-330) found 

that males raised with other males were more aggressive 
than males raised ïn isolation. However, males raised with 

males were not more aggressive than males raised with 

females. There may be a relationship here to sexual 

aggressiveness and breeding ability. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experimental Animals 

16 

A great deal of work has been done with laboratory 

Lnimals on the effect of experience on mating behavior. 

However, the farm animals have been neglected in these 

studies. Perhaps one of the reasons for this is the 

length of time it takes most farm animals to reach matu- 

rity. Another reason may be the inability to obtain 

animals of similar genetic background. 

The farm animal which is the most logical selec- 

tian as an animal with which to begin an experiment of 

this type is swine, Swine are noted for prolificacy, fast 

growth, and early maturing ability. By using an inbred 

strain for the tests it should be theoretically possible 

to eliminate or minimize the different variables which are 

encountered. 

The Oregon State collego swine herd is the oldest 

continuously maintained purebred Berkshire herd in the 

state, For some years now the herd has been inbred, and 

this makes it a good source of experimental animals. 

Scott (30, pp. 526-530) has stated tht highly inbred 

strains of animals may give clear-cut results experimen- 

tally if used wisely. 



Six boars were selected for the experiment. They were 

boars which showed desirable characteristics of breeding 

animals, least as far as this could be determined at 

the time of selection (three weeks of age). The litters 

from whIch the boars came were farrowed ori March 26 and 

27, 1955. Two of the boars were littermates Three were 

the 80fl8 of one sire, and three were the sons of another 

sire, but all six had the saine grandsire in both the ped- 

igree of the parental dam and the pedigree of the parental 

sire. Thus, all six boars were inbred to the same line; 

three were 19.5 per cent inbred, and three were 15.6 

per cent inbred. This amount of relationship between the 

test animals was as close as could be obtained in the 

Oregon State College swine herd at the time this experi- 

ment was undertaken. 

Methods Of Care And Management 

The six boars were given three different treatments. 

Two were weaned and isolated at three weeks of age. Two 

more were weaned and isolated at eight weeks of age. The 

last two were weaned at age eight weeks and raised with 

barrows until the time of testing. Table i shows the 

boar numbers and the methods by which they were handled. 



TABLE i 

Methods Of Handiin The Six Boars 
.uoar uznter* Metou or Haniilng 

28-3 Weaned and isoiated at age 3 weeks 
63-3 Weaned and isolated at age 3 weeks 

39-8 Weaned and isolated at age 8 weeks 
54-8 Weaned and isolated at age 8 weeks 

18-88 Weaned and raised socially at age 8 weeks 
56-8E Weaned and raised socially at age 8 weeks 

-; The last number indicates the age of weaning. The 
letter S indicates social raising. 

Boars number 28-3 and 63-3 were weaned and isolated 

at tti.ree weeks of age. They wore fed homogenized cow's 

milk for the first ten days in diminishing amounts, and 

at the end of that time the milk was stopped, but they 

continued to receive the regular creep ration which was 

being fed to the rest of the pigs in the barn. They were 

kept in the barn in adjoining pens until eight weeks of 

age, and there was little difference in their weights at 

that time (see Table 2). 

Numbers 39-8 and 54-8 were weaned and isolated at 

eight weeks of age. At this time these two and numbers 

28-3 and 63-3 wore put on pasture in moveable pens. These 

pens were eighteen feet long and ten feet wide, and each 

one was divided lengthwise down the middle. At one end 

was erected a sunshade. This gave each pig ninety square 

feet e The pens were on skids so that they aould be moved 



about the pasture The boars øou].d all see one another 

and the members of. each group could smell one another, but 

there was no opportunity for physical contact, In addition 

to the pasture they were fed the regular growing ration 

twice daily. 

Numbers 18-8$ and 56-SS were weaned at eight weeks of 

age and kept in the barn with the barrows from all the 

litters which were weaned at the same time. Three weeks 

after weaning they were put on pasture along with the 

barr owe. 

At age eight weeks all six boars weighed within a 

range of twenty pounds of one another. Nub'r 18-8$ was 

the heaviest and number 63-3 was the lightest. Table 2 

gives the weights of all six boars at birth, eight weeks, 

sixteen weeks, and twenty-nine weeks. 

WeigIits In Pounds Of ßoars At Different Ases 
Boar Number Birth 8 ees l6 eeks 29 Veeks 

28-3 3.0 32.5 135.0 295.0 
63-3 3.5 32.0 130.5 260.0 

39-8 3.1 44.0 119.5 276.0 
54-8 5.5 35.0 116.5 266.0 

18-88 3.6 52.0 159.0 315.0 
56-OS 3.0 35.0 120.5 253.0 



The boars were kept on pasture all summer long and 

weigh ed weekly. During part of the swìmer they all receiv- 
ed buttermilk in addition to their regular ration, 

In the fall all the boars vere moved back into the 
barn and put in separate pens, with the ecoeption of 
numbers 18-88 and 56-88 which were kept together. On 

November 3, 1955, when the boars were seven and one-half 
months old, the tests were begun. 

The health, the handling or management, and the 
inheritance of breeding animals are three of the principal 
factors to be considered when determining reproductive 
proficiency. These things are especially ixportant in the 
male animal which may be subjected to a great deal of use 

as a $ire. The health and the genetic background of these 
animals were good, and the animals were given good treat- 
ment in the period before the breeding trials. Special 
care was taken to follow recommended practices during the 
breeding trials, but no help or training was extended the 
boars in any way during their attempts to copulate. 

It is generally agreed that a certain psychology is 
involved in the handling of breeding anImals. rt toe and 

Andrews (28, p. 186) report that underlying causes of 

s'erLity are often not known. They also state, however, 

that overuse can result in sterility (28, p. 182). 
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Ir sorno species of animals the males are satiated for 

a long period of time following ono service, for instance, 

the guinea pig, but in other species the males are active 

for many services without cessation for more than a few 

minutes, for instance, rabbits and rats, IÇerruish (18, 

pp. 125-130) has emphasized the importance of foreplay and 

temporary frustration in teasing bulls to uphold concep- 

tien rate in artificial insemination centers. Perry (27, 

p. 110) states that highly bred animals are fInely bal- 

anced from the standpoint of nervousness, and they often 

must be handled carefully and even trained if they are to 

serve an artificial vagina. Endors (14, P, 16) and 

Kokoisky (20, p. 12) have stressed the importance of 

training In the breeding of fur-bearing animals. 

Boars of various inbred lines shov an independent 

occurrence of sexual development according to Green and 

yinterB (15, pp. 55-62). They stated that thestudy et 

problems of soua1 maturity of boars should takeinto 

account genetic constitution, season of farrow, and season 

of year of collection of data. Davidson (13, p. 406) has 

stated that repeated frustrations will often lead a young 

boar to give up In despair, and this may cause a condi- 

tioned reflax leading to refusal to breed. 

with these things In mind the animals were handled 

according to recommended practices of boar management as 



outlined by Smith (2, pp. 20-22), and as far as possible, 

the boars were kept Ort a regu1ìr routine during the breed- 

Ing trials. However, In order to completely test the 

boars' own reactions no physical assistance vvas given what- 

soever to Rtd them tn copulation. Again each boar had an 

opportunity to serve the same gilt, but a different gilt 
was used in each of the two trials. 

Table 3 gives a schedule of the trials. It shows the 

type of trial and the date on which it was conducted. 

TABLJ 3 

ßohedule or Breeding Trials 

November 3, 1955 P.M. . . . . . . . Teninute Trial 
November 18, 1955 P.M. . . . . . . Ten-Minute Trial 
December 2, 1955 P.M. . . . . . . . Ten-Minute Trial 
December 3, 1955 A.M. . . . . . . . Thirty-Minute Trial 
Doceniber 3, 1955 P.M. . . . . . . . Thirty-Minute Trial 
Deceniber 5, 1955 A.M. . . . . . . . Ten-Minute Trial 

The records kept included observations made on every 

act which the boar made while in the pen with the gilt. 
The comparison of the boars was made on the amount of 

excitement which they displayed toward the gilt, number of 

attempts to mount, abnormal niounting, normal mounting, pro- 

trusions, copulation, and ejaculation. Sometimes the 

penis entered the anus, but ejaculation did not occur. 

The only time ejaculation did ocour in any quantity was 



when normal copulation was achieved. None of the boars 

failed to ejaculate when normal copulation did cocur. The 

boars vere always tested by groups. The controls, nuni- 

bers 18-88 and 56-8S, were first, and 5-n that order; the 

boars isolated at eight weeks of age, numbers 54-8 and 

39-8, were nezt, and in that order; and those isolated at 

three weeks of age, numbers 28-3 and 63-3, were last, and 

tri that order. 

Jperimenta]. Procedure 

Two different types of triais were conducted, but the 

basic procedure was the same for both. The first type of 

triai consisted of placing a receptive gilt of the sanie 

age and size as the boars in a breeding orate and bringing 

the bears to her one at a time. The breeding orate was 

used in order to facilitate future semen collections with 

the artificial vagina. Each boar was given ten minutes 

with the gilt and then returned to his pen. During this 

period detailed observations were made of every action of 

the boar. This was done in order to compare the boars on 

bÑeding ability. Four different triais were conducted 

using the breeding crate, and each time a different reoep- 

tive gilt was used. However, the same gilt was retained 

for the duration of each single triai in order that the 

bears would all have the opporttznity to copulate with the 



sanie female. The crate was located in a corner where the 

boar and the gilt would not be disturbed, and the only per- 

eon in the pen was the person making the observations. 

The second type of breeding trial consisted of 

attempting to pen mate the boars to a receptive gilt of 

the same age and size. The boars were each brought from 

their individual pens to a pen in which the receptive gilt 

had been placed. They were together in this pen fo a 

thirty-minute period, which was believed to be quite suffi- 

oient timo for normal mating. J)etailed notes were kept on 

the behavior of each boar, and at the end of the period 

the boars were removed. This trial was run twice the same 

day, and the only person present was the observer. 
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RESULTS 

Ten-}iiinute Trials tith The Breeding Crate 

First ten-minute trial. The first boar to be tested 

was number 18-83, one of the control bears. During this 
first trial he showed only mild interest toward the gilt. 
He mounted normally once, and, although the penis pro- 

truded and entered the anus, normal copulation did not 
occur. The boar made only one more attempt to mount before 

being removed. 

Boar number 56-83, the other control boar, was mildly 

interested, but h spent more time smelling the pen and 

the gilt. He often chopped his jaws and frothed at the 

mouth. He mounted only once, arid there was no erection or 

protrusion. 

Number 54-8, which was weaned and isolated at eight 

weeks of age, showed a little more interest in the gilt. 
He chopped and frothed continuously throughout the trial. 

. 
He mounted successfully ttce out of six attempts, but no 

erection or protrusion was seen. 

The other boai' isolated at eight weeks, number 39-8, 

showed his excitement by chopping and frothing also. He 

made two attempts to mount from the side and several normal 

attempts. He mounted successfully twice, but, although 

both times there was an erection and protrusion, he did 

not copu1ate. 



The next boar was number 28-3, weaned and isolated at 

three weeks of age. This boar showed very little interest, 

arid he spent most of thó ten minutes inspecting the pen, 

smelling the gilt, and chopping his jaws now and then, He 

made no attemot to mount. 

Boar number 6-3, also weaned and isolated at three 

weeks, showed quite a bit of excitement at first by his 

ohopping and frothing. However, he quickly subsided and 

spent the rest of the time inspecting the enclosure and 

the crate without attempting to mount. 

In this first trial a marked difference was seen 

between the three groups of' animals. The control animals, 

numbers 18-OS and 56-83, were mildly interested but not 

vigorous in their attempts to mate. The boars isolated at 

eight weeks, numbers 54-8 and 39-8, were quite active, vig- 

orous, and masculine; they showed the most sexual excite- 

ment. Those two boars isolated at three weeks, numbers 

28-e and 63-3, were curious, but they showed very little 

sexual excitement. None of the animals showed any kind of 

a well-organized mating pattern. 

Second ten-minute trial. The second ten-minute trial 

was conducted two weeks later. Boar number le-83 was much 

more vigorous than he had been in the first trial. He 

mounted successfully the three times that he tried, and 



eaoh time there was an erection and protrusion. However, 

he did. not copulate. 

Number 56-Ba was more interested this time also. He 

mounted normally twice. The first time there was ari 

erection and protrusion, and he attempted by thru$ting 

vigorously to copulate. The second time there was no 

pro tr us i on. 

Number 54-8 showed approdmately the same vigor as in 

the first trIal. In three attempts he mounted sucoess- 

fully once, and he stayed mounted for three minutes try- 

Ing vigorously to copulate. Even though he thrusted 

quite vigorously with the protruding perils, he was unsuc- 

coasful in achieving copulation. 

Number 9-8 was slightly less interested than he was 

the first time. He chopped and frothed, but he spent a 

little moro timo inspecting the pen, He mounted five 

times, but only the last time was there an erection and 

protrusion. There was no copulation. 

Number 28-3 displayed a little more interest in the 

gilt than he did in the first trial. He would sniff at 

the gilt's vulva, leave, and return again repeatedly. He 

did not chop or froth, and he made no attempt to mount. 

Boar number 63-3 was more intero8ted this time also. 

He spent most of the ten minutes frothing, chopping, paw- 

ing, and sniffing at the gilt. However: he still made no 

attempt to mount. 



Again, as in the first triai, the boars 3howed group 

oharaoterists rather than individual characteristics in 

their behavior. The control animals were both a little 

more excited than during the first trial, but they still 

did not show a vigorous desire to mate. The animals iso- 

lated at eight weeks, 54-8 and 39-8, were more oriented to 

the ano-genital region of the gilt, and they seemed less 

exoited and more sure of themselves than in the first 

trial. The boars isolated at three weeks, 28-s and 63-3, 

showed more interest and exoitement in the presence of the 

female, but they still did not attempt to mount. The most 

vigorous pair was 54-8 and 39-8. 

Third ten-minute trial, Two weeks later the third 

ten-minute trial was carried out. The first boar, num- 

ber 18-SS, mounted three times. The first time, he 

attempted to copulate vigorously. However, the penis 

entered the gilt's anus, and oopulation was not acoom- 

pushed. He graduallyseemed to lose interest, and neal' 

the end of the trial he was not active. 

Number 56-8 was a little more active. He chopped and 

frothed and mounted as soon as he was admitted to the oen. 

The penis entered the anus, and he did not copulate or 

ejaculate. He mounted three more times and made vigorous, 

but unsuccessful, attempts to copulate. 



Boar number 54-8 was much leas interested at first 

than he was during the first two trials. He spent much 

more time near and around the gilt, ohopp1n and frothing, 

but he mounted only twice, one of these times on the side. 

During the few minutes while he was mounted normally, he 

tried to copulate very vigorously. 

Boar number 9-8 was the opposite of number 54-8. 

He was quite active when first brought in, and he suc- 

cessfully mounted three out of the four times he attempted. 

However, only once was there any erection or protrusion. 

Near the end of the trial he seemed to tire arid lose 

interest. 

Number 28-3 showed much more vigor and libido than 

he had shown previouBly. He mounted twios very quickly, 

and the second time, he copulated almost at once. He 

ejaculated and then withdrew the penis and continued to 

ejaculate. This was the first boar to successfully 

copulate. 

Although number 63-3 displayed a great deal of inter- 

est in the gilt and oontiñually smelled and chopped about, 

he was not as active as number 28-3. He mounted success- 

fully once in three attempts, but he was too far to one 

side. Even though there was a protrusion and a slight 

amount of some sort of ejaculate, he did not attempt vig- 

orously to copulate. 



During this trial the boars began to show more indi- 
vidual characterittcs; whereas previously they had shown 

more group characteristics. Number 18-83 was only mildly 
inteeted, while nuìnber 56-, the other control wa much 

more excited and vigorous in his attempts to copulate than 
he had been previously. Numbers 39-8 and 54-8 were both 

less vigorous than before, and number 28-3 copulated, while 

in comparison number 63-3 was only mildly interested. 

Fourth ten-minute trial. This trial was conducted 
three days after the third trial and two days after the 
two thirty-minute trials, which will be reported on sepa- 

rately. Thus, the boars underwent four trials in four 

days. 

Boar number 18-83 displayed only a mild interest dur- 

Ing this last trial. He mounted successfully twice in 

four attempts, but one was on the side. There was no 

erection or protrusion, and toward the end of the trial he 

seemed to lose interest almost entirely. 

Number 56-8$ was very active. He entered and almost 

immediately mounted, copulated, and ejaculated. However, 

this seemed to be the result of a chance intromission. He 

mounted twice more without aopulating,but there was some 
ejaculate. 

Number 54-8 was active, vigorous, and excited all 
during the trial. He mounted and stayed mounted almost 
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the entire trial except for a few seconde. 11e tried very 

vigorously to copulate, but he was unsuccessful. There 

was, however, a small ejaculation of some sort. 

his attempts to mate also. He mounted five times, and each 

time he made vigorous attempts to copulate. He was unsuc- 

oossThi, although there was some ejaculate, 

Number 28-3 was very vigorous and excited. He 

mounted three times out of five attempts, and each time 

there was a protrusion and a small ejaculate--but no cop- 

ulation. He displayed a great deal of libido all through 

the trial. 

Boar number 63-3 was also quite active. He seemed 

well oriented to the gilt's ano-genital region, and he 

mounted successfully five times out of seven attempts. 

There was, however, only one erection and protrusion with 

a slight ejaculation. He displayed a good mating pattern, 

but it was not complete to the point of copulation. 

In this test there again seemed to be more individual 

than group differences. Number 18-8S was very sluggish 

and seemed to tire quickly. Number 568S quickly copu- 

lated. Numbers 54-8 and 39-8 were both quite excited and 

eager to copulate. Number 28-3 was slightly more aggres- 

sive than number 63-3, but both actively sought to copu- 

late. Quite pos8ibly all of the bears would have copula- 

ted had the gilt been more cooperative. However, she was 
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irritable in the orate and frequently made herself unavail- 

able for copulation. Table 4 shows the measures on 'which 

the bears were evaluated and an individual comparative 

rating for each ten-minute trial, 

Thirty-Minute Pen-Mating Trials. 

The first thirty-minute trial. The two thirty-minute 

trials were run on December 3, the day after the third ten 

minute trial and two days before the last ten-minute trial, 

It was a pen-mating situation. The guts were very recep- 

tive and in no way restrained except by the four walls et 

the pen. 

When boar number l8-8E3 was first brought in, he seemed 

to have much libido. He mounted immediately, however, his 

penis entered the anus of the gilt. He attempted to mount 

the gilt several times after that during the first ten 

minutes of the half hour. During the second ten minutes 

he alternately left and returned to the gilt; he seemed to 

have lost much of his energy. The last part of the half 

hour he attempted unsuccessfully to mount several times, 

rooted the gilt around a bit, and then seemed to lose inte 

est. Twice he attempted to mount the head. 

Boar number 56-8S displayed only mild interest when 

brought in to the gilt. During the whole time he made only 

one attempt to mount. The rest of the time he 8pent. 

smelling the gilt or smelling around the pen. 
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Eva1tattve Measures Of 5eua1 Abi1ity 
In Ten-Minute Trials 

Boar No. & Libido Attempts Mounts Protru- Copulátion 
Trial No. To Mount Normal Abnormal sions Ejaculation Other Boars 
Boaz' #18-88 

1 Medium 2 1 0 1 0 2 
2 Medium 4 4 0 1 0 2 
3 Medium 4 4 0 2 0 6 
4 140W i :i O 

Boar #56-83 
i Low i i O O O 4 
2 Medium 2 2 0 1 0 
3 Medium s 2 0 2 0 2 
4 Medium 3 3 0 5 I 2 

Boar #54-8 
i Medium 5 1 0 0 0 3 
2 Medium 2 1 0 1 0 4 
s Medium 2 2 2 2 0 4 
4 High 2 2 O 2 Q 4 

Boar #-5 
1 High '7 2 1 2 0 1 
2 High 5 4 0 1 0 1. 
3 Medium 4 3 O O O 5 
4 High 5 4 o 3 O 5 

Boar #8-3 
i Low O O O O O 5 
2 Low O o O O O 5 
3 High 4 1 1 2 1 1 
4 High 4 2 1 3 0 



Table 4, continued 
Boar No. & Libido Attempts Mounts Protru- Copu1tion & Ratt Wtth 
Trial No. To Mount Norma]. Abnormal slons Ejaculation Other Boars 
Boar p63-3 

i Low O O O O O 6 
2 Low O O O O 0 8 
3 Medium 4 0 1 1 0 
4 High 6 5 3 0 3 
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Number 54-8 was quite actively Interested in the 

gilt. At first he seemed a little vary, and the gilt 

fought back when he rooted her. However, as time went on, 

he began to show more confidence. He successfully mounted 

once in seven attempts during the first ten minutes. 

There was an ereotion, protrusion, and slight ejaculation, 
but there was no copulation. During the second ten mm- 

utes he attempted to mount the head once and then lost 

interest for a while. Again in the last ten minutes he 
attempted to mount three times, once on the head, once on 

the side, and once normally. He showed much more corifi- 

dence in his masculinity wnen the gilt fought back at 

him. 

Number 39-8 came in chopping and frothing, and he 

kept this up most of the time he was with the gilt. He 

rooted vigorously at the gilt, but he was a little wary- 

when the gilt fought back. He attempted stx normal 

mounts, a head mount, and a side mount during the first 

ten minutes. During the second ten minutes he was less 

vigorous. He rooted and pawed the gilt and mounted once 

in two ti;ompts, but he fell off. He made three attempts 
to mount normally during the 1at ten minutes, and he 

seemed much more confident and aggressive when the gilt 

fought back at being rooted out of a corner. 



Boar number 28-3 was very active and vtgorous during 

almo8t the entire half hour. He made many attempts to 

mount, and at first he did not seem well oriented to the 

gilt's ano-genital region because of attempts to mount 

the head and sides. He did not make a 8uooessful mount, 

but he showed no fear of the gilt whatsoever, and he 

readily rooted her out of oornera or rooted her up if she 

laid down. At the very last he seemed to tire and lose 

interest. 

When number 63-3 entered the pen, the gilt was lying 

down, and he immediately mounted her head. She got up, 

and he continued to try to mount from the head and sides. 

After about ten minutes he became oriented, and on the 

third attempt he mounted successfully, copulated, and 

ejaculated. After dismounting he attempted to mount onoe 

more, but he was tIred, Although he still sniffed and 

rooted the gilt, he was only mildly interested. 

In this first thirty-minute trial, the boars again 

showed mostly individual differences. Numbers l8-BS and 

56-BS were only mildly aotive, Numbers 54-8 and 39-8 

seemed wary at first but quickly seemed to gain confi- 

denco. Number 28-3 was quite aggressive and active, but 

he did not copulate. Number 63-3, on the other hand, was 

the only one to copulate. Numbers 28-a and 63-3 were a 

little more Inclined to mount fLn atypical positions. 
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The second thirty-minute trial. This second thirty- 
minute trial was conduoted during the afternoon of the 
8.1TIØ day of the first thirty-minute trial, A different 
reoeptive gilt wa used. 

Iumber 18-8S entered and made one attempt to mount, 

but after tiat he displayed practically n interest in 
the gilt. The gilt had to root him repeatedly for atten- 
tion. Most of the time he spent inspecting the pen and 

eating. 

Boar number 56-8S was very active the first ten miri- 

utes of the half hour. He rooted, chopped, and frothed, 
and he mounted and dismounted four times, once on the 
side. The fourth time there was a protrusion and a small 
amount of ejaculate. The boarts penis entered the anus 

twice, but there was no copulation. After this the boar 
gradually lost interest. He still rooted and sniffed 
the gilt's vulva during the second ten minutes, but dur- 
Ing the last third of the period the gilt had to root 
htm for attention. 

Number 54-8 entered and sniffed the gilt and rooted 
her once. The gilt fought back, and the next ten minutes 
were spent in a vigorous battle. After the fight both 

animals rested for about five minutes and then the boar 

began to try to mount. On the fourth attempt ho mounted 

and copulated after first entering the anus. He 



ejaculated and then dismounted, but he conttnued to show 

some interest in the gilt and made about eight niore 

attempts to mount before he was removed from the pen. 

Number 39-8 was quite active and vigorous during most 

of the half hour. He chopped, frothed, arid rooted the 

whole time. He made many many attempts to mount, and most 

of them were in the normal position. He successfully 

mounted seven times, and each tirio there was a protrusion 

and a small amount of ejaculate. He tried quite vig- 

orousiy to copulate, and he entered the anus once, When 

the gilt laid down or became unavailab]o in a corner, he 

would root her into a more available position. He showed 

much libido. 

Boar number 28-3 came in and immediately began to 

attempt to mount. On the seventh attempt h mounted and 

copulated, the penis first entering the anus. Ejaculation 

immediately followed. During the ìext twenty minutes the 

boar mounted twice and made many more attempts. Near 

the end of the half hour he became quite tired, and both 

he and the gilt laid down. 

Number 63-3 was quite vigorous at frst and made 

many many attempts to mount. However, 'most of the attempts 

were at the side, arid be suooessfully mounted the side once 

followed by a protrusion and a slight ejaculate of some 

sort. During the last half of the test he began to tire 



and lose Interest. Although he oontlnued to root and sniff 

at the gilt, no copulation occurred. 

In this trial number 18-83 was very inactive and 

showed the least desire to mate, while number 56-83 was 

active for only part of the period. Number 54-8 copula- 

ted after he proved his own masculInity, and number 39-8 

was also quite active and eager with a well-organized 

pattern. Number 28-3 copulated, and number 63-3 was ac- 

tive even though he had copulated earlier in the day. 
Again individual differences were more pronounoed than 

group differences. The isolated animals did show a little 

more tendency for atypical mounting than did the control 
group, but the Isolated animals showed much more libido 

than the control group. Table 5 shows how the bears 
were evaluated during the thIrty-minute trials and their 
individual iatings. Table 6 gives the comparative ratings 
of the boars in each of the six trials. 

Evaluation Of Each Boar 

Boar number 18-88 was one of the most vigorous boars 

of the six in the first two ten-minute trials. In the 

third ten-minute trial he rated the lowest. As the other 

boars became more active, it seemed that he became less 
and less vigorous by comparison. During both the thirty- 

minute trials he showed strong initial interest, but ho 



Jra1uative Measures Of 3eua1 Ability 
In Thlrty.Minuto Trials 

Boar No. & Libido 
- 

Attempts Mounts Protrii. Øopuíatton & Rating fltlf 
Trial Io. To Mount Normal Abnormal sions Ejaculation Other Boars 

Boar #lä-88 
i Low B Q i 1 0 5 
2 Low i Q O Q o 

Boar #56-8 
I Low i O O O O 6 

- 

2 Low 4 

i ... .' ... 

3 1 4 0 8 

Boar #b4-8 . 

:. 
:. : .: 

I Htgh ll i O i O 3 
2 High 12 

. 

1 

- 

0 1 1 2 

Boar #39-8 
1 High 14 2 0 0 0 4 
2 HIgh 29 8 0 6 0 5 

Boar #28-3 
i High 18 0 1 0 0 2 
2 HIgh 19 3 i 3 3. 1 

Boar #63-3 
. 

1 High 14 1 1 1.. 1 1 0 
2 High 23 0 1 1 0 4 



Boars' Comparative Rating 

Ten-Minute Trials 

41 

ai' Num 

------------ ---- 

I----- I . . . . s s a a a e 98 
2 . . . . . . . . . . 18-8S 
3 a e s a s a e s e 548 
4 s e e C S S C C 56-83 
5 . . a e S C S e o 28-3 
6 . . . . . . . . . 63-3 

2 1 . . . . . . . . 39-8 
2 . . . . . .. . 18-83 
3 5 4 C S a C S S S S 56-83 
4 S S S C S C S C S 54-8 
5 e s C S I S S S C C 28-3 

- 6 . . . . S S S S C .63-3 

3 1 . . . e . . 28-3 
2 . . . . . . . . . . 56--83 

3 I C C C C C C C 63-3 
4 . a e S S S C C S 54-8 
5 5 S S S S S C C C 39-8 
6 . . . e a a e e e e 1883 

4 1 . . . . C s . . 28-3 
2 . . S C C C C C 56-83 
3 5 C C C C S t C s C 63-3 
4 5 5 e C C 54-8 
5 S C S S C C C a C C 39-8 
6 . . . C S S S S C 18-83 

Thirty-Minute Triais 
i i . . ... C S S C C 633 

2 . C S S C C C 2-3 
3 C S C S S C S C S I 54-8 
4 . S S S S C C C S C 398 
5 S S S S e s C C 18-83 
1 G s .* s i S C C S C 

: 
.) tJ 

2 1 i . a 28-3 
2 . . . C C I C C S S 54-8 
3 5 e * s.. a e C 398 
4 C S . 63-3 
5 5 5 C S . 56-83 
6 . . . . . . . 18-83 



SGOfl became tired and almost completely inactive. This 

boar never once copulated, and he showed the least vigor 
of all the bears at the end of the tests as far as desire 
to mate was concerned. 

Boar number 56-8S was not as active as number 18-83 

in the first two ten-minute trials, but by the third trial 
he was showing the same amount of activity and vigor, 
which was very low. During the two thirty-minute trials 

he showed that possibly he needed to learn his role as a 

male, The first time lie wa lethargic 'and disinterested, 

but the second thirty-minute trial he was at first quite 

active and only tapered off near the end. He was much 

more active during the last ten-minute trial, and he cop- 

ulated within a short time. This was, perhaps, a chanoe 

intromission. It appeared from the mating trials that he 

was the more vigorous of the two controls, but he stil]. 
rated at the bottom along with number 18-83 when compared 

with the other bears. 

It seemed from the first ten-minute trial that number 

54-8 was a little uncertain as to his róle. {owever, in 
the second and third trials he began to show more aotivtty 

and interest than he had previously. During the first 
thirty-minute trial he was again slow to show his mascu 

linity, but he became more aggressive as the time went on. 

The second thirty-minute trial was marked by fighting with 



the gilt, but he showed masouithe mastery and soon pro- 

ceeded to copulate. He was quite active during the 

fourth ten-minute trial also. This boar as a slow 

starter, but he eventually showed vigor and libido which 

exceeded that of the two controls and was equal to that 

of number 39-8. 

Boar number 39-8 was not overly vigorous in the first 

two ten-mtrnte trials, but in comparison he was the most 

active and vigorous of the six. However, in the third 

ten-minute trial he did not rate quite as high as numb 

54-8. During the thirty-minute trials he was very aggres- 

sive and showed much libido, and he seemed to gain conti- 

dence in his masculine abilities as time went by. He 

rated higher than the two controls, but not as high as 

number 54-8. During the fourth ten-minute trial he was 

less vigorous, but he was thought to be off feed. This 

hoar nover did copulate during the breeding trials, but 

he seemed to have a well-organized courtship pattern. 

During the first two ten-minute triais boar number 

28-3 showed lack of interest, enthusiasm, and activity, 

but in the third triai he exhibited a complete change. 

He was the first of the six bears to copulate. In the 

thirty-minute trials be displayed a great deal of masou- 

Unity and vigor. In his excitement he attempted to mount 

the head and sides often at first, but by the end of these 



two trials he had oriented himself rather well, He oopu- 

lated early in the second thirty-minute ttai. Also, he 

was quite active and mounted well during the fourth ten- 

minute trial. By the end of the trials this boar could 

be rated at the top of all the boars as far as activity, 

masculinity, and libido were concerned. 

Boar number 6-3 was also lacking in vigor, interest, 

and, perhaps, knowledge in the first two ten-minute tri- 

als. In the third tenniinute trial he was much more 

interested and active, He was quite active during the 

two thirty-minute triuls, and he copulated normally early 

in the first trial; this was, perhaps, a chance intro- 

mission. He did not mate in the second thirty-minute 

trial, but this was understandable in a young boar which 

had served a gilt only a few hours previously This boar 

was quite eoited and active, but he attempted to mount 

the head and sides a great deal at first. He was quite 

active during the fourth ten-minute trial also. On the 

basis of the breeding trials alone this boar rated second 

as far as libido and masculinity were concerned. 

Ordinarily the experiment would be conipleted at the 

end of the evaluation of the breeding ability of these 

bears, but fortunately it was possible te conduct some 
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follow-up ón these boars. Boars number 18-8S, 56-BS, and 

28-3 wore retained at Oregon State College for semen 

studies. Boar number 63-3 became sick and died, and at 

his death he was found to have quite normally developed 

sexual organs with live sperm present in the testes. 

Boar number 54-8 was used to breéd several gUts in the 

Oregon State College herd and was then sold to a commer- 

olal breeder. He settled all the females to which he was 

bred, Number 39-8 was retained as a herd sire at Oregcxi 

State College, and he proved to be a good breeder and 

settled all the females to which he was bred without an 

returns to eatrus. 



DISCUSSION 

The parpose of this eperimerit was to determino the 

effect of eperienoe gained prior to puberty on the breed 

Ing ability of boars. The question of whether mating 

behavior is instinetive oz learned goes along with this 
also. With these things in miad the experimental bears 
were tested and their' actions compared. 

Management and handling entervery strongly tito any 

breeding situation. Davidson (1, p. 406), Perry (27, 

p. 110), Rioe and Andrews (28, p. 182 and 186), and Smith 

(32, p. 22) all report on the necessity of handling breed- 
ing animals in a manner whioh will facilitate their future 
use. This experiment would seem to indicate that isola- 
tion in itself does not affect the breeding ability of 
bears whieh are handled according to recommended prao- 
tIces. It is quite conceivable, however, that, if a boar 
whioh had been previously isolated was just turned loose 

with a herd containing females of nixed sizes and ages, 
ho might turn out to be a poor breeder. As Davidson (13, 

p. 406) has pointed out, the psyohologleal effect of being 

bullied by bigger and stronger females might produce a 

conditioned reflex leading to refusalto breed. On the 
other hand, this could just as easily happen; and actually 
has happened, to boars raised in a social sìtuation. Boars 

must be trained to be effective breeding anImals as 

a 
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Smith (32, p. 22) has stated. This traintng is not corn- 

pilcated, and it tnvolves only a few simple management 

techniques which good swine men perform as a matter of 

couro. The fact that the to experimental animals 
which were isolated at eight weeks, numbers 54-8 and 39-8, 

became good herd sires indicates that management is a 

key factor in any breeding situation. 

In this matter of breeding ability individual differ- 

ences seemed to be more pronounced than group differences 

as far as the experimental boars were concerned. In this 

experiment, after the first two trials, individual differ- 
enoes wore much more evident than group differences. This 

was true despite the fact that the animals were inbred to 

some extent. The behavior of each of the bears differed 
from that of each of the other boars in many areas, just 

as there were many areas of behavior in which there was 

agreement. Beach (5, pp. 163-207) found, when testing 

the effects or the senses on mating behavior of rats, that 

the females give off stimuli which affect the senses of 

the male in a manner which will cause him to surpass his 

copulatory threshold. Each male has a copulatory thresh- 

old which he must rise over in order to mate. Some males 

have a lower copulatory threshold than others. With some 

males none of the stimuli are necessary as an incentivo 

for copulation, and other malos must be greatly stimulated. 
In this same test Beach found that only the female is an 



thcentivetothe inexperienced male. Beach (6, pp. 227- 

247, 7, pp. 173-198,and 8, pp. 240-306) has stated that 

inexperienced males differ in theli' ease of sexual arous1 

as individuals. The eàso of sexual arousal of the female 

is important also, and this may often account for one 

male being aroused by a particular female while another 

male is not. 

With these things in mind lt seems reasonable to 

assume that one reason for the failure of the two bears, 

numbers 18-8S and 39-8, to copulate may have been due to 

the fact that their copulatory threshold was high. This 

may have been more true of number l8-BS than of number 

39-8. Number 39-8 tried hard to copulate during most of 

the tests, but number 18-SS was quite sluggish, especially 

near the end of the trials. The other bears also showed 

individual differences in height of copulatory threshold. 

Numbers 28-3 and 63-3 needed very little incentive to cop- 

ulate, and numbers 54-8 and 56-88 needed a little more 

stimulat ion. 

It would seem from the observations made on these 

experimental bears that in swine the desire to mate is 

instinctive arid so are the actions which are necessary 

for its acoompflshment. This agrees with the findings of 

Craig (12, pp. 121-133) with doves, Stone (34, pp. 95-153, 

35, pp. 430-435, and 38, pp. 73-83), Bsaoh (3, pp. 457- 
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472, 4, pp. 121-136, 5, pp. 163-207, 6, pp. 227-247, 

7, pp. 173'.198, 8, pp. 240-306, and 9, pp. 254-280) with 

rats arid Louttit (22, pp. 247-265., 23, pp. 293-304, and ' 

24, pp. 305-315) with guinea pigs. On the other hand, 

the ability to cope with the xnot important variable, the 
female individual, is learned through experience. Thus, 

the a000mpli3hment of the sexual act is neither entirely 
innate nor entirely learned. Again it is up to the man- 

ager or herdsman to see that this experience is successful 
in nature in order that the boar will become a good sire. 

The two thirty-minute trials were indicative of the 
role of experience in accomplishing the sexual acts. 
Nono of the boars seemed certain as to their roles in the 
pen-mating situationduring the first trial. Number 63-3 

did copulate during the first thirty-minute trial, but 

this was probably more of a chance intromission than the 
result of any well-organized mating pattern. All of the 
boars were at first excited, and the isolated boars showed 

more activity than did the controls. This agrees with the 
findings of Valenstein, Riss, and Young (42, pp. 39'?- 403) 

with guinea pigs. By the time of the second trial the 
boars all seemed to better recognize their roles in court- 
ship and copulation. Despite the fact that the control 
boars, numbers l8-8S and 56-83, were fairly well oriented 
to the ano-genital portions of the guts1 anatomy, they 
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had to learn part or the courtship pattern of rooting the 

female into position and nuzzling her. This was the part 

vhioh seemed hard for them to perform. They went at it 

in a sluggish manner and seemed almost unconcerned with 

their male responsibilities. The isolated boars quickly 
organized their patterns of courtship through experiences 
gained by trial and error. Thus, it would seem that con- 

tact with other animals of the same sex does not necessa- 
rUy have an organizing influence on the breeding habits 
of boars. The findings here disagree with those of 
Valenstein, Riss, and Young (42, pp. 397-403). They fourri 

the opposite to be true with the male guinea pig. The 

fact that these control boars were sluggish and poor 

breeders may hare been the result of the.r experiences in 

being, raised together and with the castrate males. Beach 

(4, pp. 121-136) found that male rats raised together were 

relatively urrepsive to females when compared with 
males raised in isolation and males raised with females. 
He suggested that this unresponsiveness by the segregated 
males may have been due to homosexual tendencies. Perhaps 
that was the case in this situation with the boars. 

There is no doubt in the mind of the investigator 
but that all suc boars, given the proper training, could 
have became effective herd sires. Two of thorn have, and 

those two were numbers 54-8 and 39-8, which were isolated 



at eight weeks, Again the key phrase ta "given the proper 

training". It would ppear troni the teste that the train- 

Ing necessary for the ccmtrol boars would have to have 

been ni're intense than that for the isolated boars. Sinoe 

it is evident that proper management is essential for 

breeding success, it seems from the standpoint of time 

involved in training that it would be better to raise 

breeding boars in separate pens. This is, of course, 

impractical in most oases. IsolatIon at three weeks is 

especially impractical, as yet, from the standpoint of' 

economy and selection. However, this problem of prepu- 

beral experience and its relation ta fertility should not 

be one whiah good swine men will have to worry about. It 

is evident that isolation does not affect the breeding 

ability of boars. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Phis experiment was destgned for the purpose of stud- 

ying the effect of isolation on the breeding habtts of 

boars. Two boars were weaned and isolated at three weeks 

of age. Two boars were weaned and isolated at eight weeks 

of age. Twç boars were weaned at eight weeks of age and 

raised with barrows; these were the control boars. These 

six boars were all within one day of being the same age. 

At the age of seven and one-half months the boars 

were subjected to a series of six breeding tests to deter-. 

mine their breeding abilities. They were given four ten- 

minute trials and two thirty-minute trials. The ten-mm- 

ute tests were attempts to mate the boars to gUts 

restrained in a breeding orate. The two thirty-minute 

trials, which came between the third and the fourth ten- 

minute trials, were pen-mating trials in which the gUts 

were in no way restrained. The boarat actions were 

observed and recorded for ornparr!1. 

During the first two tests the control bears seemed 

to be better prepared as breeding animals than did the 

isolated bears. however, the trials progressed, indi- 

vidual differences begai to overs1adow the group differ- 

enoes. It was quite noticeable near the end of the trials 

that one of the control bears was very sluggish. The 

other boars developed fairly well-organized patterns of 
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mating. The two boars isolated at eight weeks both became 

herd sires. 
The conclusions to be drawn from this experIment are 

quite evidente- 
1. Isolation in itself does not affect the breeding 

ability of bears. 

2. Individual differences are as important in deter- 
mining breeding efficiency in a test like this as are 

group differences. 
3. Management and handling are important faotora 

in the training of young bears to perform well as sires. 
4. In swine the desire to mate is Instinctive and 

so are the physical activities which are necessary for 
theacoomplishment of the mating act. 
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